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This invention relates to the art of handling 
envelopes. 
In mailing rooms and in general procedure, 

where many identical pieces of mail matter are 
handled, the insertion of the mail matter is ex 
pedited when the envelopes are received with 
flaps opened. 
Envelopes are furnished by manufacturers with 

the flap folded ?rmly against the body, and, when 
flap opening is performed by hand, it is obvi 
ously tedious and expensive. 
The present invention provides a machine for 

performing the ?ap opening operation automati 
cally and depositing the envelopes as so opened 
one upon another. 
An important feature of the present invention 

is the provision of an envelope opening machine 
of extremely simple construction and operation, 
which is at the same time capable of adjustment 
for envelopes of various depths and which is 
thoroughly reliable and positive in its action. 
Another object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a simple, direct method by which the 
flap opening is accomplished. It is a feature 
of the invention that this operation involves 
merely feeding of an envelope edgewise in one 
direction, ?ap edge foremost, along a curved path 
with the ?ap on the convex side until the flap 
escapes past a stripper member, then producing 
relative movement between the stripper and the 
envelope transversely of the ?ap crease so that 
the stripper catches beneath the flap and eventu 
ally folds the flap backward and lays it out flat. 
In the particular form of the invention illus 

trated, the relative movement between the en-‘ 
velope and stripper is brought about by reversing 
the direction of movement of the envelope after? 
the flap has escaped past a stationary stripper, 
and withdrawing the envelope in a generally re 
verse direction while the stripper catches under 
the flap and lays it out ?at. The ?ap crease 
may then be ironed flat, for example, between 
rollers which are used to do the withdrawal 
feeding. 
The progressing of the envelope in a curved‘ 

path may also be considered as a bowing or buck 
ling of the envelope, combined with a deflecting 
action which predetermines the direction _ of 
buckle so that the convex flap face will be to- 
wards the stripper, thus insuring a sharp sepa 
ration of the flap from the envelope body to per 
mit the flap to be readily caught by the stripper. 
The invention also provides as a feature there 

of the method and arrangement whereby the 
above mentioned reversal in envelope feed is ac¢ 
complished in ‘a unique fashion by transferring 
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the feed from one set of continuously rotating 
rollers to another. Consequently no movement 
reversals, other than of the work itself, are need 
ed. This makes possible the high speed of oper 
ation achievable by the device since inertia effects 
are avoided. 

Still another important feature of the invention 
resides in the direct solution provided for at least 
two distinct problems relating to the handling 
of the paper envelopes. Whereas the stopping 
of the envelope at high speeds would involvea 
tendency to mark the edge, and whereas the 
transfer of the envelope from the forward feed 
to the withdrawal feed would depend upon the , 
resiliency of the envelope resulting from the ma 
terial used in its manufacture or from the sur 
rounding atmospheric conditions such as humid‘ 
ity, the adverse effects of both factors are obvi 
ated by the unique expedient of providing a re 
silient end stop for engaging and arresting the 
edge of the incoming envelope, and for giving 
it an impetus in withdrawal direction. 

Since certain folding machines now in use pro 
vide power driven pinch‘rollers suited to the flap 
opening operation, and also include such devices 
as a feeder, a collector and stacker for ?nished 
work, a motor for power operation, etc., it is ex 
tremely economical and advantageous to pro 
vide an attachment for such machines which ' 
would readily convert them for envelope opening 
work. 
Another object of the invention, therefore, is 

to provide an attachment of small weight and 
few parts which can be mounted upon a four 
‘roller buckle type folding machine, or upon any 
machine providing at least three parallel con-' 
tacting feed rollers, for converting the same into 
an envelope opening device. 

Additional features and advantages will here 
inafter appear. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is 

shown in the following drawings, wherein: 
Fig. 1 is a partial vertical, longitudinal sec 

tion of an envelope opening machine according 
to‘the invention, the same being illustrated in 
the form of a folding machine employing an 
envelope opening attachment; ' _ 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary detail elevation to an 
enlarged scale and. represents essentially the face 
view of the attachment which converts the fold 
ing machine into an envelope opening machine, 
together with the immediately adjacent portions 
of. the folding machine as seen from the right 
and looking towards the left in Fig. 1. The view 
is taken substantially on line 2__2 of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 3 isa section taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 2 
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with the latches and their mountings omitted 
for purposes of clarity, and also including the 
roller mechanism of the folding machine; 

Fig. 4 is a detail section of the attachment 
taken on line 4—-4 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 5 is a detail section taken on line 5—5 
of Fig. 2 and illustrating particularly the latch 
means for retaining the attachment in place on 
the folding machine; 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are schematic views illustrat 
ing successive steps in the process of opening the 
flap of an envelope, and in the progress of an 
envelope through a machine made‘ accordingeto 
the invention; 

Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing the rear 
face of the usual mailing envelope before open 
ing the flap; and 

Fig. 10 is a perspective viewshowing th'erear‘ 
face of the envelope of Fig. 9 after treatment by 
the flap opening machine. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, the in 

vention described herein relates to envelope han 
dling and isdescribed in detail with particular 
reference to an envelope-flap ‘opening machine 
which-takes the form of a four roller buckle type 
sheet folding machine and an envelope ?ap open-v 
ing attachment therefor. 

Iii-Fig. 1 is illustrated a sheet folding machine 
H39"- on which has been-mounted the ‘envelope ' 
?ap‘opening. attachment III The folding ma 
chine includes an envelope supply holder and 
guide 102, a feed mechanism‘ ISII of known con 
struction 'for'removing one'envelope at a time 
from’ the supply holder I92 ‘and thrusting the 
same forward to be operated vupon, and a short 
guide plate I05 bridging the gap between the 
feeder I94 ‘and the folding rollers. In'the four 
roller buckle type folder these rollers normally. 
consist of a central roller I08, an upper roller 
I II], 'a rear roller I I2,‘ and a lower roller I I4. The 
central roller I08‘ rotates clockwise as. seen in 
Fig. 1 under the in?uence of‘a power source (not 
shown) . and the other rollers are resiliently‘ urged 
against roller I98‘ in a known manner. When 
used in a sheet folding operation, the rollers .nor 
mally cooperate with upper buckle chute “6' 
having buckle stops II8,i and lower. buckle chute 
I20 which has buckle stops I22,'to provide trans. 
verse ‘folds in work sheets- The buckle vstops I I8 . 
and I22 are normally adjustable. about the axis. 
of shaft I213‘ to lengthen or shorten the corre-. 
sponding buckle chute, and-thus to provide folds 
of different lengths. The lower buckle stop..I22,n 
furthermore, .has a zero position,. shown in Fig. 
l .in which it engages a de?ector plate. I24 and 
moves the same into deflecting positionsuch that 
any piece issuingfrom betweenrollers I08,~-II2. 
is directed to the nip of .therollers I38,» I I4 and 
fed therebetween to avoid a second foldl Pieces 
issuing from between rollers I98, II4-are stacked. 
on and transported by the stackingbelt I26. 
As shown. in Fig. 1, the folding machine is so 

arranged that the upper buckle stop H3 canbe 
adjusted back out of the way, and the» upper: 
buckle chute can be swung rearwardly to openv 
up the machine for the clearing of jams and the‘ 
like. With the foldingmachine thus adjusted; 
it is ready for conversion toan envelope ?ap 
opening machine by the placingv of the:rattach 
ment ‘Ill therein. 
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The machine I09 isshown asincluding-transw 

versely‘ extending members I28 and I38; The 
upper member or bar I28 is a 'structural'member“ 
which extends across the machine; while the lower" 

. members ‘I3Il‘are stop‘studs which‘normall'ypoe. 75 

4 
sition the end of the upper buckle chute I I6 when 
the same is moved to operative position. At 
either side of the machine is also provided a 
pivoted spring pressed latch I32 including man 
ually engageable means I34 for releasing the 
same against the spring pressure. The latches 
I32 are intended normally for retention of the 
end of: upper buckle chute II6~~in-aoperative po 
sition against the studs “30.. 
The envelope ?ap opening attachment I9 which 

is: applied to the folding machine includes notched 
portions I2 at either end of the attachment, 
which‘ notched portions are adapted to engage 
with :the. locating studs I38. Hooks Iii-44 are 
also included for "engaging the bar I28 and for 
supporting the attachment thereon. Laterally 
projecting ears I5—I5 and engaged by latches 
I32“to"retain‘ the attachment in an operating 
position: As seen particularly in Figs. 2 and 4, 
the attachment I0 preferably consists of sheet 
metal‘ stampings and includes a guide plate >I6 
for engaging the leading edge of an incoming... 
envelope and .directing the same upwardly. .The 
guide plate is mounted on a. frame member. or... 
bail. I 8 which includes a transverse member. 26...v 
extendingv across the machine and rearwardly. 
and downwardly sloping arms 22. The-frame or» 
bail-I8 provides the locatingnotchesIZ and. is 
firmly attached to the support hooks Ill.v As 

clearly seen in Fig. 1;, thetransverse member 20 slopes upwardly and rearwardly and is connected“ 

at its upper edge tov a plate-24-which issbentlto 
form an angle 26 such. that .the~upper,end-..ex-- 
tends substantially vertically. 
A vertical slot 28 in plate 24 receives a bolt.30e~ 

threadedly connected with a depending .plate 32. 
Theplate SZtogether with plate I6 and the ad-~ 
jacent portions of .theeplate 24;~form1a.blind;;. 
deviated chute whose length. may be-adjusted 
by sliding the bolt'3B up or- down in .theslot~28,-~ 
and using the‘ bolt-3e to- c1amp:the--plate"32 toe 
the plate-2l-at any desired location. For .this 
purpose, an enlarged knurled: head '34 visprovided. 
on the-bolt3? for ready manipulation. Mounted? 
on the plate 32 I and . extending "across ' the end of: 
the chute formed bythe-plates-uZ?-and32 iswar 
spring ?nger 38.- The spring. ?nger '36 preferably)" 
extends through-opposedslotsin the? plates ‘24'sv 
and 32 .asshown in Fig.- ‘Landmore .than once 
of such ?ngers 35 may beemployed, if.-desired-,. 
positionedat various locations across the plate 32. ‘ 
The outer ends of'zarms .22‘ provide mountings. 

means for a shaft 38 on which‘ is'pivotall‘y sup+ 
ported a stripper plate ii?'with itsfree edge lo‘ 
cated near the'member 20 and. is movableto. 
raisedvv or lowered positionby-pivoting.of.the: 
plate. 40- about theaxis of :shaftx38i» The slotted‘: 
sector 42, Fig.3, is integrally connected torathee 
plate 48 for-movement therewith.» Arclam'ping; 
stud M’threaded‘ in a reinforcing pad'23 ion arm" 
22 adjacent the; sector 42,~and passinglthroughi» 
the slot therein, is provided for'clampingthee 
plate: 40 in ' any desired pivotal position. By" 
means of this adjustable mounting, the mecha» 
nismcan beadjusteds'ito accommodate envelopes 
of-diffe'rent depths-as well asienvelopes'havingw' 
di?erent ?aprsizes. ' 

The ‘relationship- of the ‘parts described abovev 
is ‘such that an‘ envelope feeding straightout' 
from the nip of rollers I08, III} will be deflected" 
upwardly slightly by the stripper member Il?‘iin" 
cooperation with the guide plate‘ I (‘L- Since the 
most effective arrangement for the stripper sur-‘ 
face all :is‘nearly perpendicular to thepath of the: 
envelopejthere‘is some danger that the leading -~ 
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edge of the envelope might be caught by the 
lower surface of the same and fail to slide off, 
thereby'causing a jam. In this respect there 
fore, the guide plate I6 may be considered essen 
tially'a fender portion of the stripper designed 
for‘de?ecting contact with the incoming envelope. 
The plate 32 is so arranged that, after leaving the 
stripper, the leading edge of an incoming en 
velope will be further de?ected thereby in the 
same direction. This action, possibly in coop 
eration with some restraint by angle 26 against 
the opposite surface of the envelope will cause a 
bowing action which tends to spread the free edge 
of the flap sharply away from the envelope body, 
and put the ?ap in position for ready‘stripping 
during the withdrawal pass. Preferably the 
parts will be arranged as shown in the drawing 
so that de?ecting contact of the leading edge of 
the envelope with plate 32 occurs substantially 
before the trailing edge of the incoming flap is 
clear of the stripper 4B. This will insure that the 
flap will escape forcibly from the stripper and 
that on the return or withdrawal pass of the en 
velope there will still be a certain amount of bow 
ing thereof with consequent projection of the 
?ap, at the time the ?ap edge ?rst comes to a 
position where its engagement with the strippe 
40 is imminent. I 
The operation of the device of this invention is 

best illustrated in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 from which it 
will be clear that a plurality of envelopes 46 hav 
ing ?aps 48, folded in the normal way as shown 
in Fig. 9, are stacked in the supply holder or 
guide I02 with ?ap creases at the bottom and 
with the ?aps facing away from the machine. 
_When the machine is started the feed mechanism 
I84 separates the ?rst'envelope 45 and projects. 
the same, ?ap crease ?rst, across the guide plate 
I98 and into the nip of the rollers I08, IIiI which 
continue to feed the envelope onward ‘and against 
the guide plate I6 which directs the leading edge 
upwardly and into the chute formed by itself 
and the plates 24 and 32, and then around the 
angle 26 to the position shown in Fig. 6. This 
concaving of the front face of the envelope re 
sults in an accentuation of the separation of the 
flap 43 from the rear surface of the envelope and 
‘causes the same to project sharply so as to be 
conveniently stripped. In Fig. 6 the ?ap has 
just escaped forcibly over the edge of stripper 49. 
The envelope then proceeds to strike up against 
the spring ?nger 36, de?ect the same, and then 
to buckle a little further as the rollers IE8, Ill! 
complete the feeding operation and the trailing 
edge of the envelope leaves their discharge. At 
this instant friction of the roller I98 with the 
trailing edge of the envelope carries the same 
across towards the nip of the rollers I08, H2 at 
which time the envelope 45, due to its inherent 
resiliency, tends to straighten out so as to thrust 
its bottom edge into the nip of the latter roller 
pair. As soon as rollers I08, II2 make driving 
contact with the envelope they withdraw the 
same downwardly causing the stripper 40 to catch 
under the ?ap 48 and commence the straighten 
ing of the ?ap as shown in Fig. 7. Continued 
feeding by the roller pair I68, I I2 causes the bot 
tom edge of the envelope to strike the de?ector 
I24 and to be directed thereby into the nip of 
roller pair Hi8, II4, also as shown in Fig. '7. 
Thereafter the envelope 46 is fed continuously 
out from between the rollers, the crease 5E which 
de?nes the inner edge of the ?ap 48 being ?rst 
straightened by stripper 49 and thereafter, as 
shown in Fig. 8, ironed out both by roller pair 
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I08, H2 and rollerpair I08, H4. The envelope 
- 46 is then thrust out onto the stacking belt I26 
in the open ?ap condition ‘illustrated in Fig. 10, 
and carried to a storage location for completed. 
work. 
Theironing process to which the crease 50 is 

subjected largely removes the set which the en- I 
velope ?ap 48 normally has and causes the ?ap 
to assume a relatively permanent outwardly 
projecting position as illustrated in Fig. 10, so 
that the same is in condition for ready insertion ‘ 
of the contents either by hand or by machine. 
An adjustment of the machine for any given 

depth of envelope within its capacity can be 
made by. slowly feeding a sample envelope just 
past the position of Fig. 6 so that the trailing 
edge has barely left the roller pair I os, I Ill. The 
bolt 38 is then loosened and slid in the slot 28 
until the envelope is engaged and slightly buckled 
by the spring ?nger 36 which isalso de?ected. 
The parts are then clamped in this position. The 
stripper 40 is set low enough to provide clearance 
between itself and the bottom edge of ?ap ,48, and 
is clamped in this position by means of clamp 
ing stud 44. 
Spring ?nger 38 is an important feature of 

the invention and provides a gradual arresting 
action against the leading edge of the envelope 
which avoids marking of this edge when the en 
velopes are being projected upwardly with.sub—. 
stantial force during high speed operation of 
the machine. This, however, is not the sole 
function of the spring 36 which contributes a 
very desirable, uniform‘ ejecting action tending 
to insure a firm and early grasping of the lower 
envelope edge upon its transfer to the 'with- - 
drawal rollers I98, H2, and thus to provide a. 
sure and reliable action of the machine regard 
less of variations in the resiliency of the en 
velope itself, whether such variations are due 
to changes of atmospheric conditions such as 
humidity, or to differences in the materials of 
which the envelopes are made. 
The invention also embodies a nove1 process ' 

for opening envelope ?aps which appears from 
the showing in Figs. 6 to 8_ and the description 
pertaining thereto. This process includes bow 
ing the envelope with face inward sorthat the 
?ap is caused to project, and then drawing the 
projecting ?ap over a stripping edge to open the 
flap fully. The step of ironing the crease is also 
preferably added for rendering the opening 
action more permanent. The process of this in 
vention also includes the steps of moving an en 
velope 4B in one direction with its ?ap surface to-. 
Wards a stripper member 4:], until the ?ap has 
escaped past the stripper, and then producing 
relative movement, generally transversely of the, 
envelope crease between the envelope 46 . and 
stripper 40 so as to lay the ?ap out straight 
against the stripper. 
In a more speci?c aspect the method of the in; V 

vention also includes feeding the envelope 4G in 
one direction across a stripper 40 by a roller pair, 
e. g. rollers £08, I I0, arresting the leading edge - 
of the envelope as by the end of the chute,vor 4 
by ?nger 36 which constitutes the effective end 
of the chute, de?ecting the envelope, for ex 
ample by plate 32 and angle 26 so that the en 
velope buckles towards the stripper as it leaves 
the nip of rollers I08, III], and thus causes its 
lower edge to transfer to and to thrust itself into I 
the nip of a pair of adjacent Withdrawal rollers. 
e. g. rollers I08, IIZ. 

\Still anothervaspect of the methodof the in-. . 



acetates 

ventioneinvolves certain ‘of-"the‘steps above outa * 
lined 'as‘applied'to the operation of a'iour roller’ 
buckle type folder-for envelope ?ap'opening pure ' 
poses-1» 

_ While the invention has been particularly'dee 
scribedlin theform- of an attachment- for use in 
connection with‘ a foldingmachine: it "will‘be"v 
readily ‘appreciated that the-elements and‘ prine 
ciples- of operation[disclosed' are ' adapted‘ to the" 
construction of an envelope ?ap'openin'g machine ’ 
by'merely omitting thoseparts of‘ the folding ' 
machine~ which‘ are‘required' for folding; and" 
which do? not ‘necessarily enter into the envelope 
?ap opening operation; e. ‘g. the buckle chutes 
llsiiandl-liilythe~~buckle stops H8 and [22, de-‘ 
doctor’ {24 and lower roller "I M. The invention‘ 
accordingly-includes machines of this character ‘ 
as well as the speci?cally described attachment 
fora folding machine. ‘ 
While-in order to comply with‘ the-statute the 

invention is described in language which'is rather." 
speci?c as to structural features ' and arrange 
ments, it ‘is to be understood that the invention is 
not liin'ited‘to the-speci?c details shown, but'that 
the means herein disclosed comprises, the ‘pre-' 
ferred of several modes of putting the‘invention. 
into e?éct, and the invention is therefore ‘claimed 
in’anyof its forms or modi?cations within‘zthe 
scope of‘the language'employed in the appended 
claims.-‘ 
Having described the 

claimedis: 
1. An envelope flap opening machine compris 

ing-a'deviatedv guide chute; means for thrusting 
an'envelope; '?ap edge foremost," in‘ one direction 
into» said chute whereby the envelope is bent to 
space the free end of the flap from the body of 
the ‘envelope; a‘?ap stripping member located ‘at 
the: convex side of the chute positioned to come 
‘between the convex‘ face‘of an envelope‘ in the 
chute and the ‘spaced free end of ‘the ?ap; means 
arresting the envelope ‘in the chute after the 
stripping member has been passed by the edge 
ofi‘t‘tlie v‘?ap’ and means ' 'for ‘ withdrawing the’ en 
velope fromfthechute "m the"opposite-direction; 

invention, what is 

Wherebiyi‘the stripper vlays the ?ap backs-Way" 
iro’mi’thefenvelope'ibody, 

2;?i An'envelope'?ap opening machine comprise 
ingl'a deviated iguide ‘chute; means for thrusting 
an‘envelope,-?ap edge foremost, in one direction 
in'tovlsaidfichute-i whereby the‘ envelope is‘ bent 'to 
space-the flap from?thetbody ‘of the envelope; 
?ap: stripping-‘member vlocated at the convex‘ side 
ofthe'chute positioned to come between" the con" 
vex‘ilface of‘ an envelope in thechute and‘ the 
spaced'ireeend of the ?ap; means arresting‘ the 
envelope ‘in the chute after the stripping mem 
be'r-“h'as been passed by?the' edge of "the flap; 
means gfor-Y'withdrawing the envelope‘from“the' 
chutesini the opposite direction Whereby‘the 
stripper lays the ?ap back away‘ from‘the en; 
VelOpeibody; and rollers for‘feeding the‘lenvelope 
out in opened ‘condition in a direction perpendice 
ula'r'ftdthe ?ap' crease and ‘for simultaneously‘ 
ironingil the‘ flap crease to reduce‘ the closing” 
tendencyithereo?i 

3." .Anienvelope ' ?ap opening machine compris 
ingafeed‘ rollers a pair of" which insert sin-‘envelope; 
?apiledge ioremost'in one direction and a pair 
of‘ which» withdraw ‘the same in‘ generally‘ the 
opposite-‘direction; a deviated‘ guide‘ chute‘ into 
whichsanéenvelope thrust‘ by said insertion 
roller‘s'iiandbent Ttc spacerthefree end ‘of ‘th‘e'?ap‘ 
from the body of the envelope; a‘ flapjstripping‘ 
member; locatedllat vithe-con'vex side of "said‘ ch‘ute 
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positioned “to” come between-"the convex‘ face‘ of " 
an’ venvelope in’ the chute-and“ the spaced free-" 
endoi'the'flap; ‘and means for transferring'the“ 
trailing edge pf‘an' ' envelope in "saidchute' ‘from > 

r the“ discharge of‘ thee-insertion rollers to the nip‘? 
of'the withdrawal rollersso that ‘the ?EpJOfthjC ' 
envelopev is laid back" by engagement withvthe" 
strippermember. 

4:‘ An envelope flap openingmachine comprise 
ing'feed rollers a‘ pair " of which insert‘ anjen?‘ 
velope; flap edge foremost,‘ in onejdirection'an‘d'“ 
a'pair of 'which‘withdraw the ‘same ingenerall'y“ 
the"opposite'direction; a deviated guide chute] 
into which an envelope is thrust‘ by said insertion~ 

‘ rollers and bent to'space the free‘ end of ‘thef?ap'i‘ 
from the ‘body of the envelope; 'a'?ap stripping" 
member located; at the convex side‘of sai'cl'chut‘e“ 
positioned to come between the ‘convex face of ‘an 
envelope in the chute'and'the‘spaced "free‘end' 
or" the flap; and means for transferring the trail; 
ing edge of an envelope in said chute ‘from the " 
dischargegcf the insertion rollersto the ni'pof‘ 
the withdrawal rollers so that the ?ap of the en-' 
velope is“ laid back‘ ‘by engagement with: the‘ 
stripper member,‘ saiddast'n'amed means being; 
adjustable to accommodate envelopes of different ‘ 
depths. 

5. An envelope flap opening machine 'comprisé 
ing iced rollers a pair'of 'which‘in'sert 'anl-en 
velope, flap edge foremost,‘ in one directionand" 
a pair of which withdraw the‘samein generally; 
the opposite direction; a‘ deviated guide chute 
into which an envelope is thrust ‘by said insertion 
rollers and bent to space'the free end of ‘the 
flap from the body of the envelope; a ?apstrip 
ping member located .‘at the convex side of "saidl 
chute positioned to come between the convex face 
of an envelopein the chute and the spacedrfree 
endof the flap‘; and means for transferringthe 
trailingedge of anenvelope 'in said chute from. 
the-discharge of ‘the insertion rollersto the.’ nip‘ 
of the withdrawalrollers so that the ?ap of‘ 
the envelope is ‘laid'bac-k by engagement‘with; 
the stripper member, including ‘resilient means 
located adjacent'the end of said chutefor en 
gagementwith the leading edge of ‘an envelope 
thrust into the chute. I 

6. An envelope flap opening machine compris 
ing >. three feed rollers the ?rst of which: coop 
erates ‘with one of the others to provide aninser- - 
tion roller pair for feeding an envelope, flapedge: 
foremost,‘ in one direction, and with the third 
roller to provide a withdrawal roller pair for, 
feeding. the“ envelope in generally the opposite 
direction; a deviated guide chute intowhich- an 
envelope is thrust by, saidinsertion rollers and. 
bent to space the free edgeof the?ap from the 
bodyof {the envelope; ailap, stripping member-lo 
cated at the convex sideof said chute-positioned 
‘to come between the convex face. of an envelope: 
in the‘ch'ute andthe spaced free end of the flap; 
and-‘means for transferringrthe trailingedge of‘ 
an envelope in said, chute from the discharge of 
the insertion rollers to-the nipof the withdrawal Y 
rollers.‘ 

'7. An envelope .?ap opening machine compris 
ing three feed 'rollersthe ?rst of which cooper 
ates with one of the others to provide an inser 
tion roller pair ‘for feeding an envelope, flap, 
edge foremost, in one direction, and with the 
third roller'to provide a-withdrawal ‘roller pair 
for feeding‘th'e envelope in generally theoppo-v 
site direction; a deviated guide chute into which“. 
an envelope is thrust by said insertion rollers ) 
~andbent to space the free edge of the flap from 
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‘the body of the envelope;4a ?ap stripping mem 
‘ ber located at the convex side of said chute posi 
tioned to come between the convex face of an 
envelope in the chute and the spaced free end, 
of the ?ap; and means for transferring the trail 
ing edge of an envelope in said chute from the 
discharge of the insertion rollers to the nip of 
the withdrawal rollers including resilient means 

" located adjacent the end of said chute for en 
gagement with the leading edge of an envelope , 
thrust into the chute; said last named means 
being adjustable to accommodate envelopes of 
different depths. 

' 8. For use with a buckle type folder having a 
plurality of rollers constituting a projection pair 
and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for con 
verting the folder to an envelope ?ap opening 
machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
frame providing a deviated chute having an en 
trance, and having an opzning at its convex side; 
?ap stripper means on the frame adjacent said 
opening and so related to the chute as to come 
between the convex face of an envelope in the 
chute and the free end of the ?ap of such en 
velope which has become spaced from the en 
velope face due to its buckled position in the 
chute; and means for mounting the frame on 
the folder with the chute entrance adjacent the a 
discharge of said projection pair and the nip of 
said withdrawal pair. 

9. For use with a buckle type folderhaving a 
plurality of rollers constituting a projection pair 
and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for con 
verting the folder to an envelope flap opening 
machine, comprising a frame ; ‘means on the 
frame'providing a blind deviated chute having 
an entrance, and having an opening at its con 
vex side; ?ap stripper means on the frame adja 
cent said opening and so related to the chute as to 
come between the convex face of an envelope in 
the chute and the free end of the ?ap of such 

» envelope which has becomespaced from the en 
velope face due to its buckled position in the 
chute; means for adjusting the effective length 
of said chute in the direction of envelope travel; 
and means for mounting the frame on the folder 
with the chute entrance adjacent the discharge 
of said projection pair and the-nip of said with 
drawal pair. 

10. For use with a buckle type folder having 
a plurality of rollers constituting a projection 
pair and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for 
converting the folder to an envelope ?ap open 
ing machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
frame providing a blind deviated chute having 
an entrance, and having an opening at its con 
vex side; ?ap stripper means on the frame adja 
cent said opening and so related to the chute as 
to come between the convex face of an envelope 
in the chute and the free end of the flap of such 
envelope which has become spaced from the en 
velope face due to its buckled position in the 
chute; means for adjusting the effective length 
of said chute in the direction of envelope travel; 
means for adjusting the position of the stripper 
means along the chute in the direction of en 
velope travel, and means for mounting the frame 
on the folder with the chute entrance adjacent 
the discharge of said projection pair and the 
nip of said withdrawal pair. 

11. For use with a buckle type folder having 
a plurality of rollers constituting a projection 
pair and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for 
converting the folder to an envelope flap open 
ing machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
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frame providing a deviated chute having an en 
trance, and having an opening at its convex side; 

7 a flap stripper plate pivoted on the frame and 
having an edge adjacent said opening and so 
related to the chute as to come between the con 
vex face of an envelope in the chute and the 
free end of the flap of such envelope which has 
become spaced from the envelope face due to its 
buckled position in the chute; means for adjust 
ing the effective length of said chute in the direc 
tion of envelope travel; means for releasably 
holding the stripper plate in adjusted position 
about its pivot for thus positioning said edge 
at any desired location along the chute in the 
direction of envelope travel; and means for 
mounting the frame on the folder .with the chute 
entrance adjacent the discharge of said projec 
tion pair and the nip of said withdrawal pair. 

12. For use with a buckle type folder having a 
plurality of rollers constLtuting a projection pair 
and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for com 
verting the folder to an envelope flap opening 
machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
frame providing a blind deviated chute having an 
entrance, and having an opening at its convex 
side, said means including a bent plate forming 
one side of said chute and a second plate adjust 
ably mounted on said ?rst plate and forming a. 
portion of the other side of the chute, and means 
de?ning the blind end of the chute and carried 
by said second plate; flap stripper means. on the 
frame adjacent said opening and so related to 
the chute as to come between the convex face of 
an envelope in the chute and the free end of 
the flap of ‘such envelope which has become 
spaced from the envelope face due to its buckled 
position in the chute; and means for mounting 
the frame on the folder with the chute entrance . 
adjacent the discharge of said projection pair 
and the nip of said withdrawal pair. 

13. For use with'a buckle type folder having 
a plurality of rollers constituting a projection 
pair and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for 
converting the folder to an envelope ?ap open 

_ ing machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
frame providing a ‘deviated chute having an en-' 
trance and having an opening at its convex side; 
flap stripper means on the frame adjacent said 
opening and so related to the chute as to come 
between the convex face of an envelope in the 
chute and'the free end of the ?ap of such en 
velope which has become spaced from the en 
velope face due to its buckled position in the 
chute; means for mounting the frame on the 
folder with the chute entrance adjacent the dis 
charge of said projection pair and the nip of 
said withdrawal pair; and resilient envelope edge 
contacting means mounted at the opposite end of 
said chute from said entrance. 

14. For use with a buckle type folder having a 
plurality of rollers constituting a projection pair 
and a withdrawal pair, an attachment for con 
verting the folder to an envelope flap opening 
machine, comprising a frame; means on the 
frame providing a deviated chute having an en 
trance, and having an opening at its convex side, 
said means including a bent plate forming one 
side of said chute and a second plate, adjustably 
mounted on said bent plate and forming a por 
tion of the other side of said chute, and spring 
?ngers carried by said second ‘plate and extend 
ing across said chute to provide a resilient en 
velope edge contacting means substantially de 
?ning the end of the chute; ?ap stripper means 
on the frame entering said opening and so re 
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lated to the. chute as to. come between. the. convex 
‘face of an envelopein the chute. and" the'. free 
end of the flap of such. envelope which has be 
come spaced from ‘the envelope faceldue to its 

' buckledjposition in the ‘chute; and .means for 
mounting the frame on the folder with the chute 
entrance adjacent the discharge of. said projec 

'jtlOl'l pair and the nip ofsaid withdrawal pair. 
‘15,"'For use with a buckle type folder having. a 

‘- plurality of rollers constituting a projectionpair 
:and a withdrawal pair, an attachmentfor, con 
-verting_ the'folder to'an envelope ?apopening 
“machine, comprising a. frame; means on .the 
‘- frame providing a blind deviated chute having an 
‘entrance, and havingan opening .at its convex 
~~~side;"?ap stripper ,means on the frameadjacent 
"said opening and so related to the vvchuteasto 
~c0n1elbetweenthe convex face of an. envelopelin 
the-chute and the‘ free end of thef?ap of such 

' envelope which has become spaced‘ from. theen 
“velope face- due: to its buckled. .positionin ...the 
4chute; resilient ,envelope edge contactingmeans 
~ for "determining substantially ‘.the end . of. .said 
"chute; means for. adjusting .the position of said 
-~resilient 'means'for determining the effective 
‘*lengthof said chute in the direction of envelope 

‘ ‘travel; and means for, mounting the frame onthe 
*folder with the chute entrance adjacent the dis 
;charge of ‘said projection pair and the nip of 
said" withdrawal pair. , 

16."The' method .of opening an envelope ?ap 
"which ."COIIlPlIiSGS the steps of moving the . en 
've1ope,~'flap edge foremost in one direction; de 
“?ectingrthe envelope somewhat from its. normal 
“path by a . relatively stationary stripper member 
:‘pressed‘against the'fiap surface thereof; during 
* continued movement of the. envelope, further .de 
“fleeting the leadingedge of ‘the same. from the 
~ strippera determined path; stopping said motion 
"when-the flap has cleared ‘the. stripper; and then 
moving theenvelope in a generally reverse direc 

v'i‘tiorrsuch-that:the surfaceof the envelope is 
“maintained, in'proximity. to the stripper and the 
“?ap is; caught and straightened‘ by the stripper 
as'the envelope passes. 
17; The method of continuously opening .en 

"velope'flaps which comprises feeding each .en 
*velopefflap edge foremost, in one directionby 
‘means of a ‘pair ofcontinuously rotating rollers; 
‘arrestingthe- leading edge of said envelope. ata » 
location such that the envelope is slightly buckled 
when; fully fed from between said rollers; simul 
‘taneously deflecting the travel of said. envelope 
rso that-‘"therlatter ‘is compelled to buckle in. a 
“predetermined direction with the flap on the con 
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.vex surface and. urging. the. trailing- .edgelof. said 
.- envelope. towards a pair of. continuously-rotat 
.,ing ‘ rollers rotating .. in‘. a . withdrawal direction, 
.wherebythe envelope’s trailingedge snaps. into 
the nip of. said second pair of rollers when freed 
.bythe ?rstepair; and stripping the flap/to an 
opened -.~position-as theenvelope is withdrawn 
from said-location by said second. pair of rollers. 

. 18.. Themethod .of' continuously opening en 
velope ?apslusing a four roller buckle folder hav 
ing. a center. roller and three outer rollers, which 
comprisesplacing ade?ector between one-pair 
of outer rollers; feeding each envelope, flapsur 
face towards thecenter roll and flap. edge fore 
most, between the center rolland the remaining 
outer rollother- than said pair; arrestingthe 
leadingedge of said envelope at a location such 
that .theenvelope. is-slightly buckled when fully 
fed‘; from between said- center roller andtsaid 
remaining roller; simultaneously de?ecting the 
travel of said envelope so that the latter is com 

. pelled to buckle towardsthe adjacent roller-pf 
saidpair, of outer. rollers andwith its flapsurface 
convexed,. whereby when the trailingedge ofathe 
envelope isfree ofsaidremaining roller, _it~will 
be carriedalongby saidcenter roller, will-snap 
into‘ the nip formed. between said. central roller 
and said adjacent roller: and w-illwbevfed in.:a 
withdrawal.direction. thereby; < and stripping: the 
?ap to open position aslthe envelopeds with 

. drawnv from» said location. 
19$ Themethod of-opening an envelopel?apl 

whichcomprises moving-an envelope, flap edge 
foremost,.in asubstantially predetermined, curved 

> pathin one.direction, andguiding and con?ning 
‘the. envelope closely to said path soasto curve 
the same,.withtheflap-disposed at .the convex 
side of the. path soasto ..be partly extended; 
while ‘thus..moving. the envelope, . causing '- itto 
passa relatively. stationary stripperdisposed 
closely adjacent the. path and- positionedv to ven 
counter the partly extended ?ap, ‘press it towards 
the envelope .and» then allow it to snap free of 
‘the stripper; ,. and. then. moving. the envelope»- in 
,a reverse direction .in said curved path=so that 

~ the flap is caught and laid-back by. the stripper. 
JOHN WILLIAM BACI-I. 
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